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ABSTRACT

Simulations of the erosion processes for two proposed
sets of ion thruster grids for the NEXT project are
presented. Structural failure and electron backstreaming
due to accel grid erosion are discussed as two possible
failure mechanisms of these grid sets. The TAG grid set
is shown to outperform the NSTAR grid set both in
terms of margin against electron backstreaming and
accel grid mass loss at the primary operating condition
studied. An investigation into the possibility of
reducing the accel grid voltage magnitude for the TAG
grid set showed improved propellant throughput
capability. Results of erosion simulations predicting
propellant throughput capability for the TAG grid set
are presented for a range of NEXT operating
conditions.

INTRODUCTION

NASA’s Evolutionary Xenon Thruster (NEXT) is being
developed at Glenn Research Center as an advancement
of the NSTAR thruster design heritage with significant
increases in power and total impulse to meet the needs
of more ambitious missions, such as those missions to
the outer planets as well as sample-return missions.1
The NEXT thruster beam diameter is 40 % greater than
that of the NSTAR thruster, and this results in a beam
area that is nearly doubled. Operating at higher grid
voltages while maintaining current densities similar to
those of NSTAR, the NEXT thruster is expected to
provide over twice the propellant processing capability
with only slight modifications to the discharge
chamber, hollow cathode assemblies, and grid optics.
Specifically, the NEXT thruster is being designed to a
flight requirement of 270 kg of propellant throughput,
which corresponds to a requirement for a ground-based
demonstration of 405 kg.

Sputter erosion of the downstream face and aperture
barrel of the accel grid were identified as the two modes
of grid failure that were most important in determining
the lifetime of the NSTAR thruster optics.2 As an
alternative to a change in grid material, which would
presumably increase grid lifetime by reducing the
sputter erosion rate, an increase in accel grid thickness
was identified as a possible way to extend the life of the
accel grid. By changing the grid design and not the grid
material, the well developed fabrication and processing
techniques of molybdenum grids used in the NSTAR
program could also be used for the NEXT thruster.

The two grid sets proposed for the NEXT thruster are
referred to in this paper as the NSTAR and TAG grid
sets. The NSTAR optics have the same dimensions as
those used in the NSTAR thruster with the exception of
the larger grid diameter, while the TAG optics have a
50 % thicker accel grid that is intended to increase the
overall amount of grid material available to be
sputtered, as well as to lower the accel grid voltage
magnitude required to prevent electron backstreaming.

In order to investigate the possible advantages of an
increase in accel grid thickness, a collaborative effort to
model the NSTAR and TAG geometries was
undertaken by groups at Colorado State University, the
University of Michigan, and the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. The goal of this effort was to make a
recommendation for the selection of the NSTAR or
TAG grid geometries based on grid lifetime, as well as
to advance the state of ion optics modeling.

SIMULATION METHOD

The ffx code analyzes a three-dimensional, rectangular
volume with symmetry conditions applied on
appropriate sides. For a hexagonal aperture layout, the
code analyzes two, quarter-sized apertures. The mesh
size for both the NSTAR and TAG grid geometries was
approximately 32 by 56 by 232 cells, where each cell
was nearly cubic in shape. Approximately 18,000
particles were sent through the volume during each ion
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beamlet simulation loop, which resulted in at least 10
macro particles per cell being injected into the volume
at the upstream boundary.

Poisson’s equation is solved using a combination of the
multigrid method and the red-black Gauss-Seidel
method with relaxation. Electron space charge is
introduced using equations that describe the electron
density at each mesh point according to individual mesh
point potentials along with average values of the
upstream or downstream ion densities.

Erosion due to charge exchange ion impingement was
calculated according to the impacting ion’s energy and
angle of impingement. Grid material ejected from the
surface was modeled using a cosine distribution.

The downstream distance used for these simulations
was usually set to about 6 mm as a balance between
keeping a simulation that both captured downstream
charge exchange ion effects and had a reasonable
simulation time. The position of the neutralization
surface was checked in each case to make sure that
there was sufficient distance between it and the
downstream boundary to ensure that the boundary
position was not affecting the simulation results. To
obtain the desired experimentally measured
impingement current results, the neutral density near
the downstream boundary was adjusted to a slightly
higher level if needed to yield the appropriate total
charge exchange ion current.

The erosion time step was usually set to 400 hours,
which implies that the grid geometry remains nearly
constant over each 400-hour time step. Each erosion
time step requires approximately 20 minutes to
simulate, which includes the completion of about five
ion beamlet loops that are required to adjust the beamlet
shape according to the changing grid shape, as well as
calculations of charge exchange ion production,
tracking, and sputtered grid material re-deposition.

NEXT INPUT VALUES

Experimental data were used to obtain curve fits of
various parameters for input into the ffx code.
Parameters were generally a function of beam current
rather than beam voltage. The accel grid impingement
currents were found to be nearly the same for both the
NSTAR and TAG geometries. The following curve fit
gives the total accel grid impingement current (JA in
mA) for a given beam current (JB in A).

     BBA JJJ ⋅+⋅= 7342.17071.0 2 (1)

Data from the TAG grid set were used to obtain a curve
fit of flatness parameter (F) as a function of beam
current (JB in A). These flatness parameters were used
to adjust both the beam and impingement current per
aperture values to peak (thruster centerline) beam and
impingement current per aperture values.

     5328.00317.00053.0 2 +⋅+⋅= BB JJF (2)

The double-to-single current ratio was found to be
nearly constant over all beam currents and beam
voltages.

     0355.00052.00009.0 2 +⋅+⋅−=
+

++
BB JJ

J
J

(3)

The beam current in the NEXT thruster varies from
1.20 to 3.52 A. The corresponding values of the above
parameters are summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1.  Input parameter ranges.

JB A 1.2 3.52
JA mA 3.1 14.9

JA/JB % 0.26 0.42
F - 0.58 0.71

J++/J+ - 0.040 0.043

In each particular case being simulated, the discharge
chamber plasma potential was set 6 V higher than the
beam voltage, and the screen grid potential was set 24
V lower than the beam voltage. In all cases, the
downstream beam plasma potential was 22 V and the
upstream and downstream electron temperatures were 6
and 1 eV, respectively. All other input parameters, such
as the propellant flow rates, were taken directly from
the NEXT throttle table at each particular operating
condition.

ACCEL GRID FAILURE MODES

The two modes of accel grid failure that were examined
were structural failure and failure due to electron
backstreaming. Regarding structural failure, the end of
life of the accel grid was selected to occur when 50 %
of the original accel grid mass had been eroded away.
For electron backstreaming, the “least negative”
potential along the beamlet centerline within the accel
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grid region was used along with the value of the
downstream beam plasma potential to determine the
voltage margin against electron backstreaming. The end
of life due to electron backstreaming therefore occurred
when the margin against backstreaming was less than
zero volts. Structural failure is generally related to the
erosion of the downstream face of the accel grid, while
electron backstreaming tends to be related to the
enlargement of the accel grid aperture diameter as a
result of barrel erosion.

RESULTS

Impingement limit curves were generated for four
operating points. The simulated beam voltages were
1800, 1396, 1021, and 679 V. The corresponding accel
grid voltages were -250, -220, -175, and -115 V.
Generally, beamlet currents over the entire grid area
should be operated between the crossover and
perveance limits to avoid energetic ions from the
discharge chamber directly impinging upon the accel
grid.4 The crossover limit (at relatively low beamlet
current) occurs when ions entering the aperture
crossover the beamlet centerline and impinge upon the
downstream edge of the accel grid aperture on the
opposite side of the aperture from which they started.
The perveance limit (at relatively high beamlet current)
occurs when ions entering the aperture accelerate
directly downstream and impinge upon the accel grid
on the same side of the aperture from which they
started, usually on the upstream face. In each of the
NEXT beam voltage cases, no crossover limit was
predicted by the code. As the beamlet current was
decreased, the discharge plasma sheath moved
continuously upstream and ions entering the upstream
surface were never over-focused through the accel grid
apertures. The perveance limits that were identified at
each of the NEXT operating points are compared in
Fig. 1 as a function of beam voltage. The throttling
table requirements are also shown on this figure and are
seen to be well below the perveance limit beamlet
currents. These results agree with the approach of the
NSTAR and NEXT engine designs of maintaining low
beam current densities (and low perveance conditions)
in order to increase grid lifetime.3

Fig. 1  Perveance limits as a function of beam voltage.

Figure 2 shows the margin against electron
backstreaming as a function of beamlet current for each
of the four beam voltage cases. For both the NSTAR
and TAG geometries, the minimum margin against
backstreaming tends to occur at the greatest beamlet
current at each beam voltage. The eight minimum
margins from Fig. 2 are plotted as a function of beam
voltage in Fig. 3. The applied accel grid voltages were
originally chosen to give a 50 V margin against
backstreaming for the NSTAR grid geometry at each
beam voltage. The ffx predicted margin was close to 50
V for the 679 and 1800 V beam voltages, while the
predicted margins were greater than 50 V for the 1021
and 1396 V beam voltages. The difference in
backstreaming margin between the NSTAR and TAG
optics ranged from 14 V at a beam voltage of 679 V, to
35 V at a beam voltage of 1800 V. These
backstreaming margin differences are slightly larger
than those seen in the experimental data, where the
backstreaming margin difference varied from 8 to 19 V
over the same beam voltage range.3

Fig. 2  Margin against electron backstreaming as a
function of beamlet current and beam voltage.
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Fig. 3  Overall margin against electron backstreaming
as a function of beam voltage.

The operating condition that was investigated most
thoroughly in this study corresponded to a total beam
current of 3.52 A and a beam voltage of 1800 V. Here
the average beamlet current was calculated to be 0.118
mA and the peak (thruster centerline) beamlet current
was calculated to be 0.167 mA using a flatness
parameter of 0.71. Figure 4 compares the margin
against electron backstreaming as a function of total
propellant throughput for the NSTAR and TAG
geometries at the average and peak beamlet currents.
Figure 5 compares the accel grid percent mass loss as a
function of propellant throughput for the same four
cases. Through comparisons between these two figures,
it can be concluded that in all four cases, the end of life
of both grid sets was determined by excessive accel
grid mass loss rather than by electron backstreaming.
Additionally, the greater beamlet current aperture for
both grid sets limited the propellant throughput
capability, with the NSTAR grid set having a propellant
throughput of 435 kg and the TAG grid set a propellant
throughput of 625 kg.

Fig. 4  Backstreaming margin of apertures operating at
JB = 3.52 A, Vb = 1800 V, and Va = -250 V.

Fig. 5  Accel grid mass loss of apertures operating at JB
= 3.52 A, Vb = 1800 V, and Va = -250 V.

Figure 6 shows the depth of erosion through the accel
grid thickness as a function of propellant throughput for
the NSTAR and TAG grid sets at a beamlet current of
0.167 mA and a beam voltage of 1800 V. Figure 7
shows cross sections of the accel grid for the same
operating condition at the same propellant throughput
steps. It can be concluded from these figures that the
erosion of the downstream surface is much more
pronounced than the erosion of the accel grid barrel.
This is a result of the ion beamlet being well focused at
this condition, and is related to the beamlet current,
0.167 mA, being much less than the perveance limit
beamlet current, 0.45 mA, at this beam voltage. Barrel
erosion is more predominant when operating closer to
the perveance limit, where the beamlet diameter is
larger and charge exchange ions generated in the region
between the grids are more likely to be focused into the
accel grid barrel. Also noticeable in these figures is that
pit erosion, which occurs on the downstream face of the
accel grid between any three apertures, was not
significantly more severe (deeper) than groove erosion,
which occurs along the lines between pit locations.
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Fig. 6  Downstream face view of accel grid erosion depth (colored cells have been eroded away).
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Fig. 7  Accel grid cross sections (uncolored cells have been eroded away).
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The TAG geometry has a greater than 50 V margin
against electron backstreaming at the 3.52 A beam
current, 1800 V beam voltage condition. A reduction in
the magnitude of the accel grid voltage was investigated
as a way to increase the accel grid lifetime by reducing
the energy at which charge exchange ions strike the
accel grid. Figure 8 compares the margin against
backstreaming as a function of propellant throughput
for the TAG geometry at accel grid voltages of -250,
-225, and -200 V. Figure 9 shows the corresponding
accel grid mass that remains as a function of propellant
throughput for the same cases. Also shown in these two
figures for reference is the NSTAR grid erosion data at
an accel grid voltage of -250 V. In this case, the change
in margin against backstreaming is greater than the
change in rate of mass loss from the accel grid.
However, structural failure of the accel grid due to 50
% mass loss is still predicted to determine the end of
life before the onset of electron backstreaming. The
propellant throughput capability of the TAG grid set
was seen to increase from 625 kg at an accel grid
voltage of -250 V to 805 kg at an accel grid voltage of
-200 V.

Fig. 8  Backstreaming margin of apertures operating at
JB = 3.52 A, Jb = 0.167 mA, and Vb = 1800 V.

Fig. 9  Accel grid mass loss of apertures operating at JB
= 3.52 A, Jb = 0.167 mA, and Vb = 1800 V.

The erosion simulations performed at 3.52 A along with
the information presented in Fig. 2 predict that the
thruster centerline apertures will determine the end of
life for both the NSTAR and TAG grids sets for all
NEXT operating conditions. The centerline apertures
receive more charge exchange ion current and are more
likely to have electron backstreaming occur than
apertures at larger radii.

Erosion simulations were performed at beam currents
of 2.70 and 3.10 A over a range of net accelerating
voltages to compare how apertures operating at
identical beamlet currents eroded at different NEXT
operating points. For the 2.70 A beam current
condition, the peak beamlet current was 0.138 mA
using a flatness parameter of 0.66. For the 3.10 A beam
current condition, the peak beamlet current was 0.153
mA using a flatness parameter of 0.68. Also simulated
at the 3.10 A beam current condition was a beamlet
current of 0.168 mA in order to compare results from
the ffx code to those obtained at the University of
Michigan.5 The simulated beam voltages were 1800,
1567, 1396, 1179, and 1021 V, with corresponding
accel grid voltages of -250, -225, -220, -200, and -175
V. Normalized perveance per hole (Ph) is defined as
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Figure 10 shows the initial accel grid barrel erosion rate
as a function of normalized perveance per hole for the
0.138 and 0.168 mA beamlet current conditions
predicted by the ffx code. Here, the barrel erosion rates
at both conditions increase as the perveance increases
with the exception of the last points on both curves,
which correspond to the smallest beam voltages tested
at each beamlet current. Results from the University of
Michigan at the 0.168 mA beamlet current condition
suggested a maximum erosion rate of the aperture
barrel at a normalized perveance per hole value of
about 0.31.5 A slight decrease in barrel erosion rate as
normalized perveance per hole increased above 0.36
was seen in the ffx code results at the same condition. A
decrease in the barrel erosion rate was also seen at the
0.138 mA beamlet current condition greater than a
normalized perveance per hole value of about 0.37.

Fig. 10  Barrel erosion rates as a function of normalized
perveance per hole.

Figure 11 compares the rates of charge exchange ion
production in each cell and subsequent charge exchange
ion termination surfaces for three beam voltages at the
0.138 mA beamlet current condition. These images are
also indicative of the 0.153 and 0.168 mA beamlet
current conditions over similar beam voltage ranges. At
a beam voltage of 1021 V, where the beamlet was
operating closer to the perveance limit, more ions from
the region between the grids were directed into the
accel grid barrel than at a beam voltage of 1800 V,
where the beamlet was operating farther away from the
perveance limit. Conversely, as perveance increases,
both the beam and accel grid voltage magnitudes
decrease and, as a result, charge exchange ions strike
the accel grid with less energy. These two effects
together support the trends in initial accel grid barrel
erosion rate seen in Fig. 10.5

Figure 12 compares the propellant throughput
capability of the nine erosion cases operating at beamlet
currents of 0.138 and 0.153 mA with varying beam and
accel grid voltages. In each case, the end of life was
determined by accel grid mass loss leading to structural
failure rather than by electron backstreaming. The rates
of accel grid mass loss were lowest at the highest
perveance values, in spite of greater initial barrel
erosion rates at higher perveance values seen in Fig. 10.
This was presumably a result of the increased accel grid
voltage magnitudes at greater beam voltages. All of the
nine cases showed that nearly all of the accel grid mass
loss occurred on the downstream face of the accel grid
and not on the barrel. In the cases with higher
normalized perveance per hole values, only the cusps
were worn away on the accel grid barrels with no
further widening of the apertures taking place. With
nearly equal amounts of charge exchange ion current
reaching the downstream face of the accel grid in each
case, the accel grid with the greatest applied voltage
magnitude would be expected to erode away the most
rapidly because impacting charge exchange ion
energies would be greater.
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Vb = 1396 V
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Charge exchange ion termination surfaces.
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Fig. 11  Charge exchange ion information as a function of beam voltage.
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Fig. 12  Propellant throughput capability of thruster
centerline apertures.

A summary of all lifetime calculations performed using
the ffx code is presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2  Summary of ffx code lifetime predictions.

Grid Set Vb (V) Va (V) JB (A) Jb (mA)
Throughput at 

50 % Accel 
Mass Loss (kg)

Remaining Margin 
Against Electron 

Backstreaming (V)

NSTAR 1800 -250 3.52 0.167 435 34
TAG 1800 -250 3.52 0.167 625 54
TAG 1800 -225 3.52 0.167 700 32
TAG 1800 -200 3.52 0.167 805 10

NSTAR 1800 -250 3.52 0.118 600 58
TAG 1800 -250 3.52 0.118 945 80

TAG 1800 -250 3.1 0.153 750 59
TAG 1567 -235 3.1 0.153 805 57
TAG 1396 -220 3.1 0.153 855 56
TAG 1179 -200 3.1 0.153 900 71

TAG 1800 -250 2.7 0.138 780 65
TAG 1567 -235 2.7 0.138 790 65
TAG 1396 -220 2.7 0.138 830 61
TAG 1179 -200 2.7 0.138 930 72
TAG 1021 -175 2.7 0.138 1115 70

CONCLUSIONS

Reasonable simulations of grid erosion for the two
proposed sets of NEXT ion thruster grids were obtained
using the ffx code. Structural failure of the accel grid
due to excessive erosion of the downstream face, rather
than the onset of electron backstreaming, was the
predominant failure mode of both the NSTAR and TAG
grid sets. The TAG grid set outperformed the NSTAR
grid set both in terms of margin against electron
backstreaming and accel grid mass loss at the 3.52 A
beam current and 1800 V beam voltage condition.
Additionally, increases in propellant throughput

capability with decreases in accel grid voltage
magnitude were seen for the TAG grid set at this same
thruster operating condition. Erosion simulations were
performed for the thruster centerline apertures at beam
currents of 2.70 and 3.10 A. The longest lifetimes were
achieved at lower beam and accel grid voltages
corresponding to higher perveance values.
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